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ABSTRACT
We brought previously published recruitment hypotheses into a single
modelling framework, and explored the relative contributions of the hypothesis
factors to recruitment variation. Our five hypotheses were: (1) recruitment
decreased with increasing transport during the period when cod were in the larval
stage because of loss to the population; (2) recruitment was influenced by percentage
hatching success as a dome-shaped curve with a peak between 4.0 and 5.0 o C; (3)
recruitment was positively related to the abundance of juvenile herring hatched in
the same year as the cod, assuming young herring as forage; (4) recruitment was
positively related to the abundance of age-0 and age-1 herring in the year prior to
spawning, assuming cod produce a stronger year-class when they feed well; (5) a
dome-shaped curve related recruitment to adult stock size. We used new records
for temperature, and a new index of advection based on measures of current in
Hecate Strait. For fitting the response surface we used a twenty-year data series from
1962 to 1981 inclusive, and reserved data for the years 1982 through 1985 for a
prediction test. Only the transport, yearling herring, and stock- recruitment
hypotheses were supported by both the response surface fit and prediction tests.
INTRODUCTION
The stock of Pacific cod ( Gadus macrocephalus) in Hecate Strait has been
studied for over 30 years by biologists at the Pacific Biological Station, and as a result
a reliable time series has been developed that indexes change in total stock size and
recruitment for the period 1962 to present. Changes in vessel fishing power have
been incorporated into a standardized catch-per-unit effort (CPUE) statistic that has
been examined for reliability (Westrheim and Foucher 1986). The stock is
contained and spawns within an area of 50 by 130 nautical miles ( Hecate Strait), and
has been fished consistently in a classical target-species fishery by a small fleet of
medium-sized trawlers with known characteristics (Westrheim and Foucher 1985)
The species is ideally suited to a study of recruitment dynamics. A high
annual natural mortality rate of 45% combined with an equally high fishing
mortality rate causes the population to turnover rapidly (Tyler and Foucher 1989).
There are few fish evident in the fishery that are older than age-7. The fish grow
rapidly, most reaching 43 to 45 cm after two years (Tyler and Foucher 1990). This
means that recruitment variability at age-2 and 3 is easy to observe, with large yearclasses quickly detectable in the fishery. The dynamics of recruitment essentially
controls fishery production with little lag. The stock has historically gone through 3
major deceases in abundance followed by corresponding increases (Tyler and
Westrheim 1986). The reversal of stock trends and the strong recruitment changes
make clear, historic signals for investigation.
In an earlier study we explored a controlling predator-prey relationship
between cod and Pacific herring, using linearizations of the Ricker stock-recruitment
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function with predation terms added. We found that historic fluctuations of both
fish species could be largely accounted for by this predation hypothesis (Walters et al.
1986). In a second publication we set up alternate hypotheses concerning physical
oceanographic factors and used the Schnute-McKinnell analysis of curvilinear
response-surfaces (Schnute and McKinnell 1984) to examine time-series in a
multivariate framework as though species interactions did not exist (Tyler and
Westrheim 1986). This statistical work indicated that northward advection while
the fish were in larval stages could explain most of the variance just as well as the
predator-prey hypothesis did. While the two modelling approaches did not allow
direct statistical comparisons of the two sets of hypotheses, it appeared that both
physical factor influence and prey availability were tenable in a preliminary sense as
alternative explanations since both could explain the major trends in recruitment of
Pacific cod.
In order to investigate the transport hypothesis further we developed a more
direct index of northward advection by comparing water transport calculations from
direct current measures in 1983 and 1984 with a number of surrogate variables in
Hecate Strait (Crawford et al. 1988). The advection index that we used earlier was
from Ekman transport calculations (Bakun 1973), and was questionable for our
application because it was based on winds calculated at an offshore point some
distance from Hecate Strait.
Since the time of ohr earlier work, a major recruitment event occurred by
way of the production of an especially strong year-class of Pacific cod in 1985 (Tyler
and Foucher 1989). We considered that any useful model would have to be capable
of predicting this event. We therefore took as the objective for the present study the
re-examination of historic recruitment time series using the new advection
measure simultaneously with the herring predator-prey hypothesis, all taken
within the framework of the Schnute-McKinnell analysis. We also kept in reserve
the recruitment series for the period 1982 to 1985, inclusive, and tested whether the
fitted model based on the data series prior to 1982 could have predicted the strong
1985 year-class.
METHODS
Development of hypotheses and data series
To reduce the possibility of spurious correlations we developed a. priori
hypotheses that we have come to call "Events at Stage and Place." To do this we laid
out what is known about the life history of the Pacific cod, especially in Hecate Strait,
and determined the space occupied by a cohort in its various life history stages. We
then listed the known phenomena that might have been influential in the survival
of the cohort up to the point when its relative strength became evident in the
fishery (age-3). In a workshop designed to bring together expertise from areas of
ecology and oceanography, we outlined the possible relationships between cod and
other species, and the physical oceanographic phenomena (Tyler et al. 1986).
Oceanographers familiar with the region pointed out to us that northward transport
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was a major feature in the Strait during late winter when the cod were in the larval
stage.
The first hypothesis, advection during the larval period, turned out to be the
most interesting of the physical factor hypotheses during our earlier work since it
accounted for more of the interannual variance than any other variable. Our
hypothesis was that recruitment decreased with increasing northward transport
during the period when a cod brood was in the larval stage because the young were
lost to the population. We did not specify the exact cause of mortality. The
phenomenon that first attracted our attention was that northward winds are often
strong and persistent between November and April (Dodimead 1980), whereas they
are generally weaker and from the north during the summer months. The winter
winds bring about a high degree of turbulence, mixing waters to depths as great as
100 m (Dodimead 1980), whereas in the summer a pronounced thermocline forms.
Non-tidal current in winter has been measured as high as 10 cm s-1 with
oceanographic moorings in the southern portion of the Strait, and 50 cm s-1 in the
shallower, more restricted northern portion (Crawford et al. 1988).
We used the current-meter data from the Strait to derive a new surrogate
measure of current that we could use through the entire period under analysis.
Current meters were deployed between May 1983 and April 1984 along three lines
across Hecate Strait. Water transport through the Strait was calculated from these
measurements. We correlated the fluctuations in winter transport Ganuary March) with a number of surrogate indicators. All time-series were passed through
a 2-day low-pass numerical filter to eliminate the influence of tidal currents on the
correlation, since the oscillating motion of the tide carried no net transport through
the Strait. The best correlation (r = 0.91) was with the cross-strait difference in
subsurface pressure measured with moored meters midway along the Strait, but this
series is available for the period 1983 - 84 only (Crawford et al. 1988). Among the
surrogate series available for 1962 - 85, the best correlation (r = 0.85) with transport
for the winter of 1984 was the subsurface pressure at Prince Rupert at the
northeastern corner of the Strait. This series was formed by adding air pressure in
millibars, measured at Prince Rupert Airport, to sea level in centimeters, measured
at Prince Rupert Harbour. One centimeter of seawater exerts a pressure of one
millibar, within 1%. We chose subsurface pressure for the correlation to eliminate
the influence of air pressure on sea level. This correlation is high because the
southeast winds in winter, driving the transport, pile up the water at the northern,
constricted end near Prince Rupert. Geostrophic adjustment of the sea surface due
to northward currents through the Strait also raises sea level along the eastern
shore, contributing to the correlation.
The linear fit between calculated transport and Prince Rupert subsurface
pressure is given by, T = -54.67 + 0.39P, where Tis transport expressed as 106 m3 s-1
and Pis subsurface pressure measured in kiloPascals (1 millibar= 0.1 k Pa). Average
winter transport from January through March was 0.33 X 106 m3 s-1 with a standard
deviation of 0.31 X 106 m3 s-1. Subsurface pressure measured at the depth of chart
datum in Prince Rupert Harbour was 141 k Pa for the same period.
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The second hypothesis that we investigated was that recruitment was related
to ambient temperature through success at hatching as a dome-shaped curve with a
peak between 4.0 and 5.0 oc. We chose these temperatures because a published
response surface analysis of percent hatch success as a function of temperature,
salinity, and oxygen concentration indicated that peak survival occurs at 4 to soc for
full oxygen levels and salinities of 25 - 30 ppt as occur in the Strait (Alderdice and
Forester 1971, Schnute and Mckinnell 1984). As a temperature record in our earlier
physical factor model for cod recruitment we used the Mclnnes Island lighthouse
data for sea-surface temperature (SST) because it was taken through a period that
included the entire biological time series that we wished to analyze. However, we
decided in the present analysis to use the SST series taken at Bonilla lighthouse in
the middle of the Strait (north to south), that starts in 1960, and that was closer to
the spawning area of the cod. We consider that SST is useful as an index of ambient
temperature for spawning cod because the water column is mixed to a depth of at
least 100 min late winter. Spawning occurs in February in Hecate Strait (Foucher et
al. 1989, Westrheim 1977). The coldest mean monthly temperatures during February
recorded for the series that we used in the present analysis (1962 - 1981) was 4.4 oC in
February 1969 and 4.4 oc again in February 1972, while the warmest temperatures
were 7.6 oC in both February 1963,and in February 1977, and 7.7 oc in February 1981.
We would expect from the published laboratory work that recruitment would be
inversely related to temperature over the observed range of 4.4 to 7.8 oc (mean= 6.2
OC) since the hypothetical optimum (4.0 to 5.0) is at the low end of that range.
The third hypothesis that we developed was related to the effect of 0-group
herring as prey for 0-group cod, specifically that recruitment was positively related to
the abundance of juvenile herring hatched in the same year as the cod brood. We
refer to this variable as HERR0. To pursue this analysis within the present
modelling context we used the abundance estimates of 0-group herring extrapolated
from age-3 and older abundances calculated from Fournier Stock-Reconstruction
procedures with commercial fishery data ( Haist et al. 1988).
Our fourth hypothesis was that recruitment was positively related to the
summed abundance of age-0 and age-1 herring one year prior to cod spawning
(HERR0,1), which assumes that when pre-spawning cod feed well they produce a
stronger year-class due to greater fecundity or quality of eggs. This represents a reformulation of the main hypothesis from our earlier work where we showed that
when two strong year-classes of herring were present during the period 1955 to 1975,
cod recruitment tended to be enhanced, apparently because either young cod had
higher survival or because the adult cod were better fed and left more offspring
(Walters et al. 1986).
Our final hypothesis was that recruitment was related to parent stock-size
through a dome-shaped curve. Previous work with this stock indicated that it was
possible to represent adult cod abundance changes with a catch-per-unit-effort ( kg /
h) series standardized by vessel horsepower, and refined by using only those
commercial trips that targeted on Pacific cod (Westrheim and Foucher 1985, 1986).
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Because the effort data was not comprehensive prior to 1962 we started our CPUE
series in that year. The catches were nominal in that they were not corrected by
adding in discards at sea due to "high-grading". The proportion discarded would be
greatest in years when particularly strong year-classes recruited, thus leading to
under-estimates of these cohorts. The stock-size index also accrues some
measurement error because only a small portion of the age-2 fish are mature, and
about 70% of the age-3's are mature. Nearly all of the age-4's are mature
(Westrheim 1977). It Would be better if we had been able to convert biomass into egg
production, but we can not carry out this refinement at the present time because
fecundity estimates are not yet adequate for the stock, though work on that aspect is
in progress.
Age-determination was carried out by length-modal analysis (Foucher and
Fournier 1982). Length-modal analysis would tend to produce more agedetermination error for cod at older ages. To minimize this error we did not use
virtual population analysis (VPA) to back calculate the age-class structure, but CPUE
at age-3, the first age of full recruitment. Thus we expressed recruitment in the
analysis as a horsepower-standardized catch rate in numbers of age-3's per hour of
trawling targeted on cod (CPUE-3). The length/ age sampling procedures that we
used, the method for breakdown of the catch by age groups, and the procedure to
standardize catch rate by horsepower was developed by (Westrheim and Foucher
1985).
The 1985 year-class was one of the strongest-for the entire data series.
Consequently we considered it would be a particularly useful test if our model
could predict this phenomenon. We used data from 1962 to 1981 inclusive for
fitting our model, and then used the data from 1982 to 1985 to determine how well
the model predicted these year classes.
·
Statistical fitting techniques
Initially we looked at scatter plots of the independent variables against one
another, and the correlation coefficients (r) among them to check for independence.
We next examined the dependent variable (CPUE-3) against the five independent
variables in the same manner.
Our main analytical approach was to use a multivariate, second-order,
curvilinear fitting technique (Schnute and McKinnell 1984) to examine a series of
fittings (models) for various combinations of the five independent variables,
including a series of models with one, two and three independent variables. The
multivariate approach was used to analyze two and three independent factors
simultaneously. Second order curve fitting was deemed to be appropriate for the
hypotheses being investigated. The curves that can be generated by the method
included skewed and symmetric parabolas that may be parameterized as nearly a
straight line, or as a steeply curved parabola that is either open upward or
downward. The range of possibilities covers the dome-shaped curves considered to
be likely for the recruit-temperature and recruit-stock relationships, as well as
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nearly linear relationships with transport, or asymptotic curves or power curves
that might describe relationships w-ith forage fish. The objective function was the
likelihood statistic. The equations used in the Schnute-Mckinnell procedure are
summarized in the Appendix.
We used the likelihood statistic to rank the relative fit of the response surface
between the CPUE-3 data and the independent variables. In addition we calculated
the r2 values between the observed and fitted CPUE-3 values of each model, and
ranked the models of the same dimensionality . Factors that were ranked first or
second in each case were considered the most likely models to "explain" the
response variability. Schnute and McKinnell's 'B statistic' was designed to test
whether the variance reductions from models of increasing dimensionality were
significant, but the method could not be used in the present application because (1)
repeated testing over a series of models invalidates interpretation of the F-table
probability levels in the sense that if a test is repeated often enough the null
hypothesis will eventually be rejected; and (2) we used time-series data in which
adjacent year population responses are only pseudo-replicates of one another, so
degrees of freedom are lower than the number of time intervals, and could not be
calculated precisely.
RESULTS
Scatter plots and linear fitting
To test whether any of the independent variables were significantly correlated
with each other we calculated the linear regression coefficients of each of these
variables with all the others. The multivariate model would not be statistically
valid if independent variables were correlated, since they would not be
independent. Only two pairs of variables had r values that were significant at the
5% level. Transport was significantly correlated to temperature (r = 0.47, d.f.= 18;
Figure 1, panel A), and the cod stock-size was significantly correlated to the summed
number of juvenile herring of ages 0 and 1 in the year prior to cod spawning (_HERR
0,1) (Figure 1, panel B). These pairs of variables were subsequently not put into the
same multivariate model. A time plot shows an alternation between adult cod and
juvenile herring that could be interpreted as a predator-prey relationship (Figure 2).
We emphasize that the two herring variables (HERR 0,1 and the number of herring
hatched in the same year as cod, HERR 0) were not significantly correlated, and had
an r-value of only 0.19.
We next examined the linear regressions of the response variable (the cod
recruitment index, CPUE-3). No relationship was evident when CPUE-3 was plotted
against each of the herring variables !HERR0 and HERR 0,1, r = 0.06 and 0.13,
respectively). The mean number of 0-group herring for the series was 2,078 X 109
fish. For the other herring variable (HERR0,1) the mean number of juveniles in a
year was 3,526 X 109 fish (Figure 3, Panels A, B).
The relationship between cod recruitment and transport was significant (r =
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0.43, p < 0.05). Only low recruitment occurred at transport index values greater than
404.5 cm (Figure 3, Panel C). The very strong year-class of 1962 coincided with the
lowest transport index value of the series (394.2 cm), although both low and high
recruitment occurred at low transport values, possibly indicating the influence of
other factors acting simultaneously. The mean transport index value was 401.1, and
the range 394 - 411 cm.
Though SST and transport were themselves correlated, there was no
significant correlation between CPUE-3 and SST ( r= 0.15 ). The highest cod
recruitment occurred in 1962 at a February mean SST of 5.8 oc (Figure 3, Panel D).
Both high and low year-dass strengths occurred at the relatively high temperatures
between 7.3 to 7.7 oc, in particular in '63, '64, '70 both temperature and recruitment
were high, whereas in '77, '81 temperature was high but recruitment was low. The
mean temperature for the period of analysis was 6.2 with a range of 4.4 to 7.7 oc.
The relationship between recruitment and parent stock size has no significant
linear correlation ( r = 0.21). There was, however, a visual hint that a second-order,
dome shaped curve may apply (Figure 3, Panel E). For the adult cod (ADULTS)
values of 689 to 1064 kg/h, abundance index values representing 26% of the range of
the parent stock abundances, all recruitment levels were well above the mean
recruitment index of 102 fish per hour (CPUE-3), and there appeared to be a
"hollow" in the scatter plot. The high recruitment levels were not only mostly
towards the center of the stock-size range, but they were simultaneously from years
when transport was less than average as can be seen by comparing panels C and E in
Figure 3. The ·time course of the possible influence of stock size on recruitment
started (arrows, Figure 3, Panel E) in the near-centre of the range of the parent stocksize in 1962. Recruitment decreased as stock size built up until 1966. This persistent
decline in recruitment brought about a decrease in the stock size. Increases in
recruitment subsequently occurred as the parent stock thinned in the years 1969
through 1973, so that by 1973 stock size was increasing again, and continued to
increase in 1974. Poor recruitment in 1974 lead to a decrease in stock size in 1976,
and in 1977. The stock size remained at this small size through the rest of the time
series because recruitment rates were low. These dynamics suggest a relationship
between stock and recruitment that was influenced by other factors that boosted
recruitment in the early 60's and lowered it in the early 80's beyond what might be
expected by the density-dependent effect of stock size.
Multivariate fitting
We fitted a series of eight, two-factor models using possible and valid
combinations of pairs of independent variables. The models were represented as
response surfaces with CPUE-3 as the dependent variable. We then ranked them by
goodness of fit by the likelihood statistic (smaller values indicated reduced variance
around the response surface, Table 1). We also present here (Table 1) the r2 values
for the correlation between the observed and the fitted points. Two models-stand
out: the SST/ HERR0,l model accounted for 50% of the variance (r2), and the
TRANS / ADULTS model had an r2 explaining 60%. The r2 values of the other
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models ranged 14 to 38%. Since the next best model (ADULTS / HERR0) is a jump
away with respect to relative fit we consider that only the factors of the two best
models were supported by these procedures.
We next examined the relative goodness of fit of each of the three- factor
models that we could develop. The fit for TRANS/ HERR0,1 / HERR0 did not
converge on a single set of parameters in the iterative fitting procedure. Because
because the model could not be fitted statistically and parameters could not be
calculated, this model had to be discarded. On the other hand, adding HERR0 to the
two factor model with SST / HERR0,l turned the best two factor model into the best
of the three factor models (Table 1, r2 = 77.9%). Adding HERR0 to the model
TRANS/ ADULTS produced a fit that was nearly as good, however (r2 = 72.0%).
Because of these fits, all five of the factor hypotheses seem to be supported by the
three factor models.
The prediction test
Exploration of predictability was the next step in testing the models. The 1985
year class was over three times as large as any year class between 1978 and 1983, and
about twice the size of the 1984 year-class. Because of the importance of this year
class, a good model must be able to predict it. Of the best two-factor models, the
model with temperature and juvenile age-0 and age-1 herring prey for adult cod
(SST / HERR0,l) predicted the 1985 year-class (index) for age-3 as only 57 fish/ h,
whereas the observed value was 203 fish/ h. The year-class strength for 1983 was
wrongly predicted as well, calculated as 5.0 times larger than the observed (233 / h
versus 47 / h, respectively). Because of this poor performance we discarded the SST
/ HERR0,1 model. The second best two factor model used northward transport
(TRANS) and adult cod stock-size (ADULTS) as independent variables, and gave a
prediction for 1985 that was fairly close, 73 % of the observed value (148 / h versus
203 / h, calculated versus observed, Figure 4). Of the other years, 1982, 1983, and
1984 were lower than average-sized year classes for both predicted and observed
values (the mean for the series 1962 to 1981 was 102 / h ). Because predictions for all
years were reasonably close (within a factor of 2.3 of the observed), we decided to
look at this model (TRANS/ ADULTS) further. The fitted parameters for the
model are given in the Appendix. The time plots of the observed and fitted data
showed that the main trends in recruitment were captured by the fit, but that the
highest observed peaks were underestimated (Figure 5).
For the three factor models, only one predicted the 1985 year class. When
HERR0 was added to the two-factor model of TRANS / ADULTS to form a three
factor model, there was little improvement to the fit between observed and
predicted values (Figure 4), and the 1985 year class was still well estimated. We
concluded that while little was gained by the use of the extra variable, the HERR0
time series none the less allowed prediction of the large 1985 year class of cod.
The response surface
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The relationship between recruitment, adult stock size, and transport may be
viewed as a series of curves of equal value isopleths of the age-3 recruitment
variable expressed in numbers of fish per h (f / h) (Figure 6). The highest isopleth is
to the left in the figure at 125 fish / h, and the lowest is 25 / h, the isopleth series
decreasing in intervals of 25 / h. For any level of stock size, recruitment decreases
with increasing transport (cm sea level). For any one level of transport recruitment
increases as stock size (kg/h) decreases down to the catch rate of 400 - 500 kg/h after
which recruitment decreases. The levels 400 to 500 kg/h represent a critical stock
size below which recruitment falls off.
In addition to the recruitment contours, we also plotted the positions of the
data points on the surface and the residuals (Figure 6). The points were well
distributed over the area, and only four residuals stood out with data points being
well above the fitted surface. These were the four highest recruitment values,
occurring in 1962, 63, 64, 70. (see also Figure 3). The direction of the recruitment
change was captured by the model except for 1970 (Figure 5). Either an additional
factor was necessary to account for these year classes, or we did not measure the
magnitude of extreme year classes well.
For clarity we examined the shape of the response surface by computing slices
through the surface at selected values of the independent variables. When we made
a cut at the critical stock size of 500 kg/h through the range of transport values, the
resulting relationship between recruitment and transport resembled a negative
power curve - recruitment falling with increased transport (Figure 7, panel A).
When the slice was made at the mean value for transport and through the range of
adult stock sizes, the curve was reminiscent of a Ricker stock recruitment curve
(Ricker 1975), and the critical stock-size was quite clear (Figure 7, panel B).
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DISCUSSION
We recognize the limitations of the correlative approach in the investigation
of cause and effect relationships, and have attempted to develop a means to avoid
the inclusion of spurious relationships (Beverton 1989, Botsford et al. 1989). In our
earlier studies we used correlations simply as an exploratory method of developing
models of alternative factors that could plausibly cause changes in recruitment rate.
Our position was that the historic data series had information content that would
help with hypothesis development. The stock showed strong fluctuations, both
increasing and decreasing trends, as well as strong recruitment events that were
likely not to be obscured by or due mostly to measurement error. Spurious
correlations are more likely if the recruitment and stock-size trends are simple, say,
a simple decreasing trend, or a decreasing trend followed by an increase. The
recruited stock showed two increasing periods and three decreasing periods over
the 23 year interval between 1962 and 1985. Thus the trends are sufficiently complex
that spurious correlations are made less likely by the nature of the response variable.
Commercial fishermen involved with the fishery agreed that the recruitment
trends were real and proposed to us that cod year-class strength was related to the
abundance of forage fish. We wanted to see whether a quantitative study of our data
would support the experience of the fishermen, and we found this was so (Walters
et al. 1986). We also developed an~ priori hypothesis regarding transport in another
paper, and a second hypothesis on the effects off temperature based on laboratory
studies.
In the present study we went further in trying to sort out spurious
correlations. First, we constructed a completely new time-series of water-mass
transport, and also switched to a temperature series that was more relevant to the
temperature - recruitment hypothesis. We also reformulated the herring variables.
While we found that these new independent variables were all correlated with the
original variables, the differences in the variance structure could have substantially
weakened the relationships with recruitment. In the case of transport, however, the
correlation was strengthened. Second, we went further and tested whether the fitted
models would predict a major recruitment event not incorporated in the fitted
portion of the series, and found the models could predict it.
There are other testing procedures that we can use in the future to evaluate
our model. We have the opportunity to examine the same or similar hypotheses
on another stock of Pacific cod off southwest Vancouver Island (La Perouse Bank).
We know that the stock trends for Hecate Strait and La Perouse Bank are not
correlated, and so we would be working with independent recruitment events.
Another possibility i$ that we may be able to get the cooperation of the trawling
industry to conduct a fishing experiment that would uncouple "normal" event
sequences and allow us to probe the apparent density dependence that we have
found in the Hecate Strait stock as suggested in Walters et al. 1986. Finally, we have
begun to examine changes in fecundity, egg stage and size, and age and size at first
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spawning in relation to stock-size changes, and will be able to refine the spawning
adult variable, and find other evidence of density dependence.
It is a general limitation of ecological studies of large populations that insight
into causal relationships must be built slowly through repeated observation of
sequential events, and by observations cross-che'c ked with the logical connections,
for example supportive stomach-content studies cited below. If enough cross-checks
are made so that it is difficult to account for the patterns except by the proposed
model, and then the model becomes useful, and especially so when it has predictive
power. A central question to this paper is whether we can accept the observations
presented here as evidence for cause and effect relations. Though we have just
proposed that additional testing of the model is feasible, any one test will not in
itself prove causality. Repeated success at prediction is the only convincing test.
However the present publication represents the third study of factors that possibly
influence the recruitment patterns of the Hecate Strait stock of Pacific cod. We
believe that the work is now somewhat past the exploratory hypothesis stage and
that the evidence is beginning to accumulate that indicates causality. The present
study found support for density dependence and influence of transport.

We consider the density dependent phenomena in recruitment of Pacific cod
to be a multi-process relationship involving density effects in the adult fish, and
perhaps density dependent mortality in the juvenile stages in relation to food
supply, particularly in relation to the abundance of herring as forage. Our concept of
multi-stage density dependence is similar to that expressed by Rothschild (1986, pp
129 - 134). Each of several life-history stages from the adult through egg, larval, and
juvenile stages, may incorporate a density-dependent relationship. "The multiplelife-history-stage presentation then reflects the possible density-dependent
operation of several quasi-independent life-history stages, which, when taken
collectively, constitute a "fail-safe" series of regulatory mechanisms. If one fails,
than the other may generate a more intense effect." It is the sum of these processes
that we are viewing. The adult -stage processes likely include effects on fecundity,
effects on size and age at first spawning, and perhaps effects on the portion of the
mature fish that skip spawning during a particular year. In this study we find
support for density-dependent predation by juvenile cod on juvenile herring,
specifically in that adding the variable HERR0 to the TRANS/ ADULT model
improves the fit instead of destroying it, and also facilitates the prediction of the
1985 year-class of cod. The relationship of adult cod feeding on juvenile herring is
supported in the significant correlation between HERR0,l and ADULTS. We have
also found published stomach content analyses (Westrheim 1977) that verify that
herring is a major food item of cod (Figure 8).
Regarding physical factors, only transport combined with stock size could
predict the 1985 year-class. Still temperature at hatching could be an overriding
factor if the range of winter temperatures extended to higher or lower levels, as
might be experienced in a general warming trend. Future investigations should
continue to examine both factors, and develop hypotheses regarding how they could
influence other life stages and subsequently recruitment. Further observations
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would likely illuminate relationships between the two variables and how they effect
recruitment. To investigate the effects of transport directly one should try to
observe larval and early juvenile cod being carried north and away from the area
occupied by the population.
The implication for fishery stock assessment is that recruitment over-fishing
is likely to occur when standardized catch rates are less than 400 kg/ h, the stockindex level where recruitment production maximizes. Because of the apparent
independence between the effects of stock size and transport it should be possible to
develop a yield model that addresses recruitment overfishing through regulations
that promote maintenance of a minimal spawning biomass.
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Table 1. Relative, ranked goodness of fit of two and three factor models. The
likehood statistic measures the goodness of fit to the response surface, the lowest values
having the least variance. The r2 statistic measures the percent of the observed
recruitment values 'explained' by the fitted values. Variables are as follows: SST - sea
surface temperature (OC), TRANS - transport index (cm sea level), HERR0,1 - abundance of
juvenile herring age-1 and 2 (millions of fish), HERRO - abundance of age-1 herring
(millions of fish), ADULTS - abundance of mature cod (kg/ h catch rate).

FACTORS

LIKELIHOOD

STATISTIC
( X 10-3 )

TWO FACTOR MOD ELS
SST / HERRO, 1
TRANS/ ADULTS
ADULTS / HERRO
TRANS / HERRO, 1
HERRO, 1 / HERRO
TRANS / HERRO
SST / HERRO

95
107
124
127
144
155
169

50

48

78

61

72
55

60

28
38
26

33
14

THREE FACTOR MODELS
SST / HERRO, 1 / HERRO
TRANS / ADULTS / HERR 0
SST / ADULTS / HERRO

65
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Statistically significant correlations (p= 0.05) between "independent" variables.
Panel A. Bonilla Island Lighthouse sea-surface temperature (SST- C O) versus the
transport index (TRANS - mean sea level, January, February, March, in cm at the Prince
Rupert hydrographic station adjusted for atmospheric pressure). Panel B. Herring
juveniles summed for age-1 and age-2, hypothetically as forage for adult cod the summer
before cod spawning occurs ( HERR0,1 - millions of fish) versus CPUE for adult cod
(ADULTS- kg/ h).
Figure 2. Time series of herring juveniles summed for at age-0 and age-1, hypothetically
forage for cod the summer before cod spawning occurs ( HERR0,l - millions of fish) plotted
along with CPUE for adult cod (ADULTS - kg/ h) showing the inverse alternation that
could be due to a mutually controlling, predator-prey relationship.
Figure 3. Scatter plots between the dependent variable of year-class strength (catch per unit
effort of age-3 cod, CPUE-3, as number of fish per hour) versus: in Panel A. HERR0,
young of the year herring hatched in the same year as the cod, in millions of fish; Panel B.
HERR0,l, juvenile herring summed for age-0 and age-1 , hypothetically forage for adult
cod the summer before cod spawning occurs; Panel C. TRANS, the mean northward
transport index in the first quarter of each year (sea level in cm at the Prince Rupert
hydrographic station adjusted for atmospheric pressure); Panel D. Bonilla Island
Lighthouse sea-surface temperature for February (SST- CO); Panel E. ADULTS, CPUE for
adult cod in kg / h. Arrows indicate the transition among years.
Figure 4. Observed and predicted year-class strength (CPUE age-3 in numbers per hour)
during the four years of the time series since the fitted data series ended, for the best twofactor (upper panel) and three-factor (lower panel) models.
Figure 5. The time series of observed versus fitted year-class strength (CPUE age-3 in
numbers per hour) using the two factor model with independent variables for northward
transport and adult biomass.
Figure 6. Topographic display of the fitted response surface of the two factor model with
independent variables for northward transport and adult biomass, and the response
variable of year-class strength expressed as standardized CPUE of age-3 fish. The residuals
between the observed year-class strength (circles) and the fitted surface position are given
as vertical lines.
Figure 7. Cuts through the fitted response surface (of Figure 6) of the two factor model
with independent variables of northward transport and adult biomass, and response
variable of year-class strength expressed as standardized CPUE of age-3 fish. Panel A shows
the fitted relationship between year-class strength and transport at the stock size for
maximum recruitment. Panel Bis the fitted relationship between year-class strength and
the adult stock size index at the mean transport value.
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Figure 8. Proportions of major food items in stomach contents of Pacific cod collected in
Hecate Strait (plotted from Westrheim 1977, Table 17).
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APPENDIX

The model with a single independent variable (Xt) has the form,
(1)

where a, b1, Ct are fitted parameters and y is the dependent variable, catch-per-unit effort of
age-3 recruits, number of fish per hour. When an additional independent variable (X2) is
added to the model, y is then expressed as a response surface by the function,
(2)
y +a+ btXt + Ct Xt 2 + b2x2 + c2x2 2 + C3XtX2
where b2, c2, and c3 are additional fitted parameters. Transformed variables are necessary
for the statistical fit with the likelihood statistic (Schnute and McKinnell 1984),

The relationship between Tl and y is:

y

y y

2y -V -v

(4)

rt =

y y
V-v

The relationship between

eand Xt, where i = 1, 2, index the independent variables:
<lj

<lj

<lj

2xi - ui - ui
(5)

The procedure for using the equation, for example to calculate a predicted recruitment
from a set of the independent variables, is to transform each xi to (eq. 5), calculate Tl (eq. .
3) using the parameters given below, then solve for y (eq. 2). The model is unstable for Xi
values outside the range of Xi's used to estimate the parameters. We used this equation to
predict the year-classes as age-3 recruits from 1982 to 1985, inclusive.

ei
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For the model with the independent variables of transport (x1) and adult stock size (xv, the
values of the parameters were:
<X1

= 0.8774

<X2

p = 0.0506
r1,1 = -0.1207
V = 357

= 0.2302

-0.7343
r1,2 = -0.3451
U1 = 411.3
u2 = 226

q1 =
V

= 26

y = - 0.4087

0.4386
r2,2 = - 0.5440
UJ = 394.0
qi= -

U2 = 1646
where the maximum and minimum values are respectively:
V, v for catch-per-unit effort for age-3 recruits, U1, u1 for the transport index, U2, u2 for the
adult stock size index.

